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Abstract 

We review the recent progress in the field of multiferroic magnetoelectric heterostructures. The lack of 

single phase multiferroic candidates exhibiting simultaneously strong and coupled magnetic and 

ferroelectric orders led to an increased effort into the development of artificial multiferroic 

heterostructures in which these orders are combined by assembling different materials. The 

magnetoelectric coupling emerging from the created interface between the ferroelectric and 

ferromagnetic layers can result in electrically tunable magnetic transition temperature, magnetic 

anisotropy or magnetization reversal. The full potential of low energy consumption magnetic based 

devices for spintronics lies in our understanding of the magnetoelectric coupling at the scale of the 

ferroic domains. Although the thin film synthesis progresses resulted into the complete control of ferroic 

domain ordering using epitaxial strain, the local observation of magnetoelectric coupling remains 

challenging. The ability to imprint ferroelectric domains into ferromagnets and to manipulate those 

solely using electric fields suggests new technological advances for spintronics such as magnetoelectric 

memories or memristors. 

Keywords: multiferroics, BiFeO3, magnetoelectrics, artificial multiferroics, spintronics, ferroic domain 

imprint, multiferroic memristor. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Magnetoelectric multiferroic heterostructures 

Materials possessing two or more ferroic orders, such as ferromagnetism, ferroelasticity or 

ferroelectricity, in a single phase are defined as multiferroics [1]. For application purposes, materials 

possessing coexisting ferroelectricity and ferromagnetism are mainly targeted. Symmetry considerations, 

orbital configurations and chemistry related arguments explain the rareness of multiferroic materials 

possessing a non-zero electric polarization coexisting with a net magnetization [2]. Most of the existing 

multiferroic materials are ferroelectric and anti-ferromagnetic, i. e. exhibiting an electrically switchable 

ferroelectric polarization but no net magnetization. Two types of multiferroic classes can be defined, the 

proper and the improper multiferroics [3]. This classification refers to the origin of the ferroelectric order 

parameter. In proper multiferroics the ferroelectricity emerges via the classical stabilization of off-

centered ions leading to a macroscopic electric dipole [4]. Most of these compounds crystallize into the 

perovskite structure [5,6]. Improper multiferroics present a ferroelectric order originating from another 

symmetry breaking [7] or from a magnetic frustration leading to an atomic displacement due to inverse 

Dzyaloshinskii Moriya interaction [3,8,9]. Within the multiferroic materials, the so-called magnetoelectric 

multiferroic materials [10,11] exhibit a coupling between the above mentioned ferroic orders, leading to 

possible electrically induced modification of the magnetic state or the change of ferroelectric properties 

under a magnetic field. Despite the considerable research efforts in the field, only a few single phase 

materials present established multiferroic magnetoelectric properties at room temperature [6,12,13,14]. 

The most studied room temperature multiferroic is BiFeO3, this material possesses a strong ferroelectric 

polarization coupled to an antiferromagnetic ordering [15,16]. In thin film form, depending on the strain 

state, the magnetic cycloid present in the bulk form can be broken [17], leading a coexisting ferroelectric 

order and weak ferromagnetism behavior [6,18]. 

To overcome the lack of candidates for room temperature multifunctional applications, increasing 

efforts were put into multiferroic heterostructures, also called artificial multiferroics [19,20]. In these 

multilayered systems, multiferroic and magnetoelectric behavior are induced via interfacing 

ferromagnetic and ferroelectric thin films. The correlation between piezoelectricity, magnetoelasticity 

and magnetoelectricity established for single phase materials [1] can be rearranged when combining 

ferroic properties in heterostructures as shown in the Figure 1.  



Figure 1. Multiferroic heterostructure. The electric field E, magnetic field H, and stress σ control the 

electric polarization P, magnetization M, and strain ϵ. When a ferroelectric or magnetoelectric 

multiferroic material is combined with a ferromagnet, a magnetoelectric interface can be achieved 

via the cross coupling between piezoelectricity, magnetoelectricity and magnetoelasticity. 

The full set of functionalities of the multiferroic heterostructure resides at the created interface, where 

charge [21], strain [22,23] and interface induced magnetization [24] can play a major role in the 

macroscopic magnetoelectric coupling. The use of a ferroelectric or magnetoelectric multiferroic 

compound allows for electrical control of interfacial strain (ϵ), polarization (P) or charge state, weak 

ferromagnetism order (M) or antiferromagnetic order via the piezoelectricity, ferroelectric polarization 

and magnetoelectric coupling, respectively. The ferromagnetic layer grown on top, enables then, the 

propagation of the interfacial states into a material with a net moment via magnetostriction, exchange 

coupling or exchange bias [19]. In such ferroelectric/ferromagnetic heterostructures, the achievement of 

electrically controllable net magnetization (see Figure 1) becomes conceivable.  

 

1.2 Low energy consumption spintronics and multiferroics 

Following the discovery of the giant magnetoresistance [25,26], the awareness of the use of the electron 

spin as a new degree of freedom for electronics led to the emergence of the spintronics research field. In 

the so-called spin valves devices, described in the Figure 2, the electron scattering or tunneling between 



two ferromagnetic layers (layer I and II in Figure 2) is selectively activated by controlling the spin 

orientation. The efforts of the scientific community focused first in the optimization of the devices and 

the enhancement of the resistance difference between the low and high resistance states, i. e. parallel 

and anti-parallel configurations of the ferromagnetic electrodes (see Figure 2). The interest evolved then 

towards energy efficient spintronics devices and the search for the energy minimization of the 

ferromagnetic moment reversal. To control the spin state, the energy-consuming external magnetic field 

was replaced by spin polarized current injection [27,28]. In the spin transfer torque (STT) based devices, 

a flow of polarized electrons is used to set the low or high resistance state. Based on the spin torque 

transfer, high spin polarized current density can indeed reverse a magnetization state. The use of the 

transmitted or reflected flow allows the achievement of two magnetoresistance states [29] as sketched 

in the Figure 2. Manipulation of magnetization by current is not limited to STT and it is now well 

established that the conversion of a charge current into a spin current driven by spin-orbit interaction 

such as the spin Hall effect (SHE) [30] and Rashba-Edelstein effect [31] in non-magnetic material leads to 

strong spin-orbit torques (SOT) [32].The use of these SOTs allowed experimental observations of 

perpendicular and in-plane magnetization reversals in Pt/Co, Ta/CoFeB and W/CoFeB based 

heterostructures  [33,34,35]. The switching mechanism is involving the SHE generated in the heavy metal 

layer, i. e. the SHE deflects electrons relatively to their spin orientation, giving rise to pure spin currents 

transverse to an applied charge current [36] (Figure 2). All these advances led to the development of 

new memories, the most advanced one being proposed by Parkin and coworkers with the race track 

memory concept [37]. The information is contained in a ferromagnetic domain wall and manipulated 

using spin currents.  

 



 

Figure 2. Switching a ferromagnetic state in a spin valve architecture. Using electrical currents, a 

magnetic state can be altered by the emerging current induced magnetic field, the spin transfer torque or 

spin orbit torque. When the multiferroic magnetoelectric materials are considered a voltage is sufficient 

to reverse the ferromagnet layer. 

Nevertheless, the use of current results in energy dissipation via Joule effect, therefore ways to control a 

magnetic state simply by applying a voltage are constantly investigated. In this field several achievement 

have been accomplished with the use of ultra-fast voltage pulses [38] or with magnetostrictive devices 

[39] but an external magnetic field bias is required to break the time reversal symmetry breaking 

necessary to reverse a magnet. Therefore multiferroic magnetoelectrics in which both inversion and time 

reversal symmetry are broken [19] are considered to play a major role in the future of low energy 

consuming spintronics. The insertion of magnetoelectrics multiferroics is sketched in the Figure 2. An 

electric field is used to reverse the magnetic order in the magnetoelectric multiferroic compound via the 

magnetoelectric coupling, and the ferromagnetic layer moment is reversed via interfacial coupling. 

 



2 Acting on magnetism using voltage in multiferroic heterostructures 

As mentioned is the introduction section, multiferroic heterostructures present high potential for low 

energy consumption spintronics devices. In this section, the progresses regarding electrically induced 

modification of magnetic response in thin film heterostructures will be reviewed. 

2.1 Electric field control of magnetic anisotropy in metal oxide heterostructure. 

Magnetostriction: Among the possible pathways towards electrical modification of magnetic 

anisotropies in multiferroic heterostructures, the most investigated route involves the combination of 

piezoelectricity and magnetostriction. Due to the hysteretic nature of the ferroelectric materials 

response to an external electric field, non-volatile and reversible effect can be expected [40]. Van Dijken 

and coworkers [22,41,42] have been focusing their efforts in the observation of the effect of ferroelectric 

BaTiO3 substrate strain transfer into a crystalline CoFe ferromagnetic layer. Using magneto optic Kerr 

effect imaging (MOKE), they were able to visualize the substrate imprint into the ferromagnetic layer. 

The elastic coupling between magnetic and ferroelectric domain results in the transfer of the substrate 

domain pattern into the ferromagnetic domain structure. Furthermore, the application of a voltage, 

inducing ferroelectric ferroelastic switching events in the BaTiO3 substrate, caused ferromagnetic 

domains movements and 90° magnetic easy axis rotations [22,43]. For an efficient electrically induced 

effect, high magnetostrictive coefficient ferromagnets are favored [44,45] and the ferroelectric 

ferroelastic switching event has to drive a noticeable strain variation. For instance, in a purely c-oriented 

tetragonal ferroelectric system such as BaTiO3, 180° switching results in identical initial and final strain 

states. In order to create strain variation, switching events involving in-plane component of the 

ferroelectric polarization have to be electrically stimulated [22]. Mixed in-plane and out-of-plane 

oriented domain states, i. e. a- and c- domains, structured BaTiO3 and Pb(Zr0.2Ti0.8)O3 (PZT), (1-

x)[Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3]-x[PbTiO3] (PMNPT) are usually combined with high Curie temperature ferromagnets 

such as NiFe [46], CoFe [22,42,43,47] or Ni [48,49,50,51,52]. These effects are not restricted to 

electrically induced in-plane magnetic axes rotations; in-plane to out-of-plane magnetic axis rotations 

have also been observed using high magnetostrictive coefficient [45] materials such as Tb0.3Dy0.7Fe2 

(Terfenol-D) [53,54]. The magnetostrictive approach is also under intense investigation in full oxide 

heterostructures [55,56]. In the oxide heterostructure BiFeO3/PMNPT sketched in the figure 3a, the 

application of a voltage results in PMNPT crystal substrate lattice parameter reversible variations, as 

shown in Figure 3b. The corresponding variation on epitaxially grown BiFeO3 lattice parameter is shown 

in Figure 3c. Such a capacity opens the way towards reversible lattice parameter changes and therefore 

tunable strain states and magnetostriction effect strength. In epitaxial heterostructures however, 



additional degrees of freedom such as orbital ordering at epitaxial interfaces lead to more complex 

phenomena and challenging understanding [57]. 

 

Figure 3. a-c) Strain in oxide heterostructures and surface magnetoelectric effect. The effect of applied 

voltage in the BiFeO3/PMNPT heterostructure sketched in a) results in reversible non-negligible substrate 

and film lattice parameter changes in b) and c), respectively. Reprinted with permission from [56]. 

Copyright 2010, AIP Publishing LLC. In the Fe/BaTiO3 heterostructure sketched in d), the ferroelectric 

polarization (white arrow) affects the spin charge distribution at the interface between the ferromagnetic 

metal and the ferroelectric BaTiO3 crystal in e). Reprinted figure with permission from [60]. Copyright 

2006 by the American Physical Society. 

However, strain being uniaxial rather than unidirectional, no deterministic magnetization 180° reversal 

can be expected and the application of voltage to such heterostructures is therefore restricted to 90° 

magnetic axis rotations. To overcome this non directional issue, Wang and coworkers considered the 

influence of magnetic shape anisotropy [58]. Their mesoscale phase field simulation approach, 

considering patterned single domain magnets on ferroelectric substrates, highlighted the possibility to 

induce a two-step magnetization rotation mechanism by an external electric field. The two 90° rotations 

sum up to a final full reversal of the magnetization of the ferromagnetic dots. This paves the way to 

potential ultra-low energy consuming and high efficiencies in magnetoresistance based spintronics 

devices. 

Surface magnetoelectric effect: As an alternative to strain acting on a magnet, Tsymbal and coworkers 

investigated using density-functional calculations, the influence of external electric field on surface 



magnetization and surface magnetocrystalline anisotropy of thin ferromagnetic layers [59,60,61,62]. In a 

ferromagnetic metallic layer, the conduction electrons will screen any external electric field over the 

corresponding screening length. The ferromagnetic nature of the metal will lead to spin dependent 

screening [63]. When considering a dielectric/metal heterostructure, the effect of the electric field on 

the ferromagnetic order is however limited to the metal surface and results in non-negligible linear 

changes in the surface magnetization and the surface magnetocrystalline anisotropy of a ferromagnetic 

metal. This effect is enhanced when replacing the so far considered dielectric component from which the 

interfacial charges will be induced, by a ferroelectric system as in the case of the BaTiO3/Fe 

heterostructure [60]. In the Figure 3 d and e, the predicted influence of the ferroelectric polarization on 

the charge density at the ferromagnetic/ferroelectric interface is shown. The overlap between the Ti and 

Fe electronic clouds is much stronger for one particular ferroelectric polarization direction (upwards in 

the Figure 3e), therefore a drastic change in the Fe magnetic behavior can be expected as a function of 

an applied voltage. These predictions have been experimentally confirmed with the observation of 

voltage induced magnetic anisotropy changes in magnetic tunnel junctions [64,65,66] and lead to the 

observation of an electric field assisted spin valve switching [67]. The reversible and coherent 

ferromagnetic layer magnetization reversal using voltage pulses was finally observed in 2012 under a 

static external magnetic field bias [38]. 

Surprisingly, in some systems, the electric field influence on the ferromagnetic state can expand over 

several unit cells within the ferromagnetic layers [68,69]. Berakdar and coworkers [70] developed a 

theory based on the formation of a non collinear interfacial spiral spin texture emerging from the 

interface. The expansion of the ferromagnetic volume influence by the external electric field is then 

attributed by the large spin-diffusion length in the ferromagnetic metals. 

2.2 Controlling magnetic ordering temperature  

So far, the influence of the external electric field on the magnetic anisotropy has been described. An 

electric field in some cases can also disturb the origin of the magnetic order itself. For instance, in the 

case of the low temperature semiconductor (In,Mn)As [71,72] or (Ga,Mn)As [73]. In this particular class 

of materials, ferromagnetism is governed by the holes concentrations which provide the interaction 

between local Mn moments [74]. An electric field modulates the holes concentration and therefore the 

strength of the magnetic interaction within the semiconductor. A change of up to 20 K in the Curie 

temperature has been observed solely using an electric field [72]. This voltage modulation  also results in 

electrically adjustable magnetic coercivity, as shown in the Figure 4 a. The effect of electric field on 

ordering temperature is rarely considered in room temperature multiferroic heterostructures. The most 



prominent example was reported in the PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3/La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 (PZT/LSMO) heterostructure. Here 

Molegraaf and coworkers [75] reported the magnetic moment and critical temperature modulation with 

charge concentration. By applying an electric field, the polarization of the ferroelectric layer was 

reversed, changing the polar state at the interface ferroelectric/colossal magnetoresistance [76] (CMR) 

manganite. The magnetic ordering being dependent on the charge in the CMR compound, a Curie 

temperature variation of up to 20 K was observed in these heterostructures. The effect opened new 

perspectives into manganite based multilayers since a modulation of the magnetic moment can be 

achieved electrically, see Figure 4 b, and led to several exciting observations in similar 

LSMO/ferroelectric layer interfaces [77,78]. Recently, x-ray absorption measurements showed the 

electric field influence on the manganite’s orbital occupation in a LSMO/PZT heterostructure [79].  

Likewise, the electrical modulation of the competition between ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic 

instability through the magnetoelectric coupling in BiFeO3/La0,5Ca0,5MnO3 (BFO/LCMO) has been shown 

[80].  More recently the focus shifted towards acting on the first order transition temperature in FeRh 

alloys [81] using magnetostrictive heterostructures [82,83]. This particular compound exhibits indeed a 

transition from antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic state at around 350 K [83]. Several concepts based 

on ferroelectric/FeRh heterostructures were developed in order to electrically go from the 

antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic phase at a fixed temperature. The experimental observation was 

realized by Cherifi and coworkers [83], see Figure 4 c. A shift of 25 K of the transition temperature was 

measured. This modulation of the magnetic moment, at a fixed temperature, is performed by applying 

only a few volts to the ferroelectric/FeRh heterostructure. 

 

 

 



 

Figure 4. Controlling ferromagnetic ordering with electric field. a) Electric field modulation of magnetic 

coercitvity in (In,Mn)As ferromagnetic semiconductor. From [72] Reprinted with permission from AAAS. b) 

Magnetization of LSMO layer as a function of the applied electric field in LSMO/PZT heterostructure. 

From [75] reproduced with permission (copyright 2009 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA). c) Voltage 

dependence of the magnetization of a FeRh layer grown on top of a BaTiO3 crystal, the FeRh lattice 

parameter changes are shown in inset. Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature 

Materials from [83]. Copyright 2014. 

Using the same system Marti and coworkers [84] are developing a new type of device using 

antiferromagnet for spintronics, and presented the FeRh based antiferromagnet memory resistor (so-

called memristor). 

 

2.3 Electric field modulation of exchange bias 

Most of the ferroelectric multiferroics are antiferromagnetic due to orbital filling considerations [2], the 

main goal of their insertion into devices was therefore first directed to the electrical modification of the 

antiferromagnetic ordering towards voltage induced exchange bias shifting in multiferroic/ferromagnet 

heterostructure [19]. When coupling a ferromagnetic layer to an antiferromagnetic compound, the 

pinning of the antiferromagnetic state at the magnetic interface results in asymmetric ferromagnetic 

hysteresis loops when sweeping the external magnetic field. One of the pioneering works dealing with 

the insertion of multiferroic material thin films in order to electrically control the exchange bias between 

the ferroelectric-antiferromagnetic state and an adjacent ferromagnetic layer is employing the 



hexagonal manganite YMnO3 thin film capped with 15 nm thick NiFe permalloy layer [85]. The YMnO3 

system is established to be an improper multiferroic with a high ferroelectric ordering temperature (900 

K) and antiferromagnetic order below 90 K [85,86]. The antiferromagnetic nature of the YMnO3 resulted 

in the exchange bias coupling and therefore a shift of the permalloy magnetic hysteresis towards 

negative field at low temperature as shown in the Figure 5 a. The application of an electric field led to 

the disappearance of this shift, see Figure 5 a and 5 b. Here, the mechanism is based on the pinning of 

magnetic domain motion at the magnetoelectric multiferroic domain walls [86]. After application of an 

electric field these pinning sites are moved or annihilated, resulting in a decrease of coercivity for the 

permalloy. These results showed the potential of multiferroic thin films and revealed the impact of 

multiferroics for efficient electrical control on magnetic coupling based devices. 

Later, the room temperature multiferroic magnetoelectric BiFeO3 was inserted into a spin valve structure 

(BiFeO3/CoFe/Cu/CoFe) and the exchange bias coupling was evidenced at room temperature [87], the 

effect of electric field to the structure was then discussed. The electrical modulation of giant 

magnetoresistance in BiFeO3 based spin valve heterostructure was performed in 2013 [88], see Figure 5 

c. Here again irreversible changes in the multiferroic layer domain configuration resulted in modified 

interfacial magnetic coupling and therefore in exchange bias amplitude changes. Once again the 

interfacial coupling mechanism involves the multiferroic domain state [89]. It is established that BiFeO3 

can exhibit three types of ferroelectric domain walls making 71⁰, 109⁰ and 180⁰ polarization angle at the 

domain walls. Martin and coworkers [90] revealed that 109⁰ domain wall play a critical role in exchange 

bias type heterostructures and the presence of uncompensated spins at these walls is suggested [90,91]. 

These walls are however not stable under the application of an electrical field due to their high elastic 

strain state [88,92]. The reversible electrical control of exchange bias was finally achieved in a full oxide 

heterostructure BiFeO3/LSMO bilayer below the blocking temperature of 100 K [93].  



 

Figure 5. Electric field modulation of exchange bias. a) The exchange bias can be electrically annihilated 

in the YMnO3/NiFe heterostructure. b) Under an external magnetic field, this corresponds to a reversal of 

magnetization. Reprinted figure with permission from [85] Copyright 2006 by the American Physical 

Society.c) Electric field induced reduction of exchange bias coupling in BiFeO3 based spin valve. Reprinted 

with permission from [88] Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.d) Bipolar reversible control of 

exchange bias in BiFeO3/LSMO heterostructure. Reprinted figure with permission from [95] Copyright 

2013 by the American Physical Society. 

The demonstration was first achieved using a single voltage polarity [94] and the bipolar modulation 

followed after optimization of the device orientation [95], see figure 5 d. Among the recent studies 

dealing with electrical control of magnetization in multiferroic heterostructures the BiFeO3 based 

bilayers showed the most promising results. The investigation of the strength of the magnetic coupling 

between the multiferroic layer and the ferromagnet LSMO or CoFe were carried out in order to establish 

the critical thickness involved [96,97]. It has been shown that although the ferroelectric state in BiFeO3 

thin films is rather robust down to 4-5 unit cells [98], the antiferromagnetic state necessary to induce the 

exchange bias coupling is only present for thicknesses above 6 to 7 unit cells [96,97]. 

 



2. 4 Room temperature electric field induced magnetization reversal 

One of the main motivations to pursue the investigation in multiferroic heterostructures for spintronics 

was to achieve electrically a magnetic state reversal. This requires the ability to alter time reversal 

symmetry which is not possible by means of an electric field. In ferroelectric/ferromagnetic multiferroic 

heterostructures both symmetries are broken [19]. In addition, in order to efficiently act on the magnetic 

order parameter with an applied voltage, the multiferroic heterostructure has to exhibit magnetoelectric 

coupling [10]. The achievement of electrically induced magnetization reversal at room temperature was 

first observed in BiFeO3 (in which, both inversion symmetry and time-reversal symmetry are broken) 

based heterostructures [99,100]. 

The high potential of multiferroic magnetoelectric heterostructure was first highlighted in 2006 by Zhao 

and coworkers [101]. In this work, a change in the antiferromagnetic order induced solely by an electric 

field was shown with spatial resolution as shown in the Figure 6 a and b. This experiment revealed that 

by using a reasonable voltage, the magnetic state of BiFeO3 thin films could be locally modified. A change 

in the ferroelectric domain state induced by piezoresponse force microscopy tip poling was followed by a 

change in the antiferromagnetic domain state. Later, Chu and coworkers [102] engineered a device 

based on a ferromagnetic CoFe dot magnetically coupled to the multiferroic thin film. Using an in-plane 

electric field, the magnetization of the CoFe dot could be reversibly rotated by 90⁰ in-plane at room 

temperature, see Figure 6 c and d. This CoFe layer magnetization reversible change was attributed to 

interfacial coupling between the ferromagnetic moment and CoFe and the weak ferromagnetic behavior 

in the BiFeO3 thin film[6,18]. In a 71⁰ stripe-like domain BiFeO3 thin film,  capped with 2,5 nm thick CoFe 

ferromagnetic layer, the one to one matching of the ferromagnetic domain and the multiferroic domains 

in BiFeO3 was shown using photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM) [99] and scanning electron 

microscopy with spin polarization analysis (SEMPA) [97,103,104]. The ferromagnetic moment in the CoFe 

layer aligns with the BiFeO3 canted moment at the scale of a single domain [97]. In each BiFeO3 

ferroelectric domain, the canted moment, giving rise to the weak ferromagnetic behavior lies is the 

perovskite (111) plane, in a direction perpendicular to the ferroelectric polarization direction [18]. In the 

particular case of the 71⁰ stripe domain pattern, this corresponds to in-plane 90⁰ change from one 

domain to another of both the canted moment and polarization projection onto the (001) surface, as 

experimentally shown by SEMPA imaging [97] and in Figure 6 e. One can electrically change the 

polarization direction, this is accompanied with a reorientation of the canted moment direction and 

therefore, an electrically induced rotation or reversal of the CoFe magnetization can be expected. The 

actual evidence of a room temperature in-plane electric field induced magnetization reversal was finally 



achieved using a stripe-like domain engineered BiFeO3/CoFe device. The Co0.9Fe0.1 alloy composition 

choice leads to minimal magnetostriction coefficient and the magnetic coupling is lost when inserting a 

non-magnetic but strained intermediate SrTiO3 2 nm thick layer [99]. Here, the understanding of the 

BiFeO3 domain state during the switching process was a critical step. The net magnetization reversal is 

based on local 90⁰ rotations summing up to a net 180⁰ change in stripe domain configuration. In each 

domain, the polarization and therefore the canted moment projection rotates locally by 90⁰ with the 

applied in-plane electric field. The particular stripe-domain state is a necessity to favor a coherent 

switching and the resulting net reversal. In the stripe-domain pattern, the neighboring multiferroic 

domains are indeed driving the reversal switching mechanism [99]. Further investigation of the switching 

mechanism [105] led to the ability to apply the switching electric field through the multiferroic layer in 

order to reduce the voltage to 7 V and reverse the ferromagnetic state locally [100], as shown in the 

Figure 6 f and g. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 6. Electric field induced magnetization reversal. a-b) The antiferromagnetic state of BiFeO3 thin 

film can be electrically altered as shown by PEEM images of the as-grown a) state and after application of 

local voltage in the indicated box in b). Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature 

Materials from [101] copyright 2006. c-d) Using an in-plane electric field the magnetization of a CoFe dot 

can be rotated by 90⁰ as evidenced by XMCD PEEM is the as grown c) and switched state d). The arrow 

indicates the net magnetization direction Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature 

Materials from [102] Copyright 2008. e) SEMPA image of a CoFe layer deposited on 71⁰ stripe domain 

BiFeO3 layer. Reprinted figure with permission from [97] Copyright 2013 by the American Physical Society. 

f,g) XMCD PEEM images in the as grown state f) and after application of an out-of plane electric field g). 

The local and net magnetization directions are given by the short and long arrows, respecticely. The scale 

bar is 2 µm. Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature from [100]. Copyright 2014. 

 
Here again, understanding the magnetoelectric switching process is the key towards the achievement of 

the net magnetization reversal. The work dealing with out-of-plane capacitor heterostructures revealed 

that, in this particular orientation and domain state, the direct out-of-plane 180⁰ ferroelectric switch 

does not exist. In each domain, the switching consists of two successive sub ferroelectric polarization 

switching events, (i.e. 71⁰ and 109⁰ or 109⁰ and 71⁰, all leading to the net reversal). The equivalent 

successive 90⁰ canted moment projection rotations in the BiFeO3 film is followed by the reversal of the 

CoFe ferromagnetic dot deposited on top, at the scale of the single multiferroic domain. This out-of-

plane switching process has been confirmed by further ferromagnetic resonance based studies. In these 

heterostructures indeed, the electrically induced parallel or anti parallel relative orientation of the CoFe 



and the underlying canted moment direction in the BiFeO3 layer give rise to ferromagnetic resonance 

field shifts [106].  

In BiFeO3 based devices, using an in-plane or an out-of-plane electric field configuration, electrically 

induced magnetization reversal have only been observed in the particular BiFeO3 71⁰ stripe domain 

configuration. Current state of research is now evolving towards the investigation of ferroelectric 

switching events in other thin BiFeO3 film orientations and a less challenging domain state requirements 

for future device design [107].  

 

3. The role of ferroic domains and domain imprint 

In multiferroic heterostructures, electrical modifications of a ferromagnetic state happen at the 

ferroelectric domain scale. Therefore the ferroelectric domain architecture will influence the 

heterostructure magnetoelectric behavior. The role of the ferroelectric domains, the control on their 

anisotropy and the related switching mechanism are emphasized in this section. In artificial multiferroic 

heterostructures, small domain sizes and the buried configuration of the ferroelectric layer lead to 

challenging observation of domain imprints. 

3.1 Ferroelectric domain engineering 

For tetragonal ferroelectric thin films, i. e. PZT or BaTiO3, the strong correlation between epitaxial strain 

and the polar distortion usually results in single domain state ferroelectric layers. The progress in oxide 

growth techniques and the development of single crystal substrate manufacture allows engineering the 

strain state in thin films and therefore, the domain configuration in ferroelectric thin films can be 

controlled [19,108]. Pioneering theory and experimental work dealing with ferroelectric thin film 

behavior under epitaxial stress evidenced the potential of epitaxial strain as a new degree of freedom. It 

has been shown by combined phase field simulation and experimental techniques that indeed strain can 

lead to polarization tuning, drastic changes in Curie temperature [109,110,111,112] and, more recently,  

ferroelectric switching event selectivity [113,114]. 

The substrate vicinity; Chu and coworkers demonstrated the ability to modify the ferroelectric domain 

state of the model multiferroic thin film system BiFeO3 using the relevant substrate orientation and 

surface state [115]. It was also shown that for the tetragonal ferroelectric PZT, for a given strain state, 

the substrate step edges can correspond to preferential nucleation sites for ferroelectric domains [116]. 

The orientation of the BiFeO3 ferroelectric domains could also be controlled by the substrate surface 



state. From the symmetry allowed 8 possible <111> polar axes directions, the number of ferroelectric 

variants could be tuned to a single domain state, a two ferroelectric variants or four ferroelectric variants 

configuration depending on the cubic perovskite SrTiO3 substrate (111), (110) or (001) orientation, 

respectively, see Figure 7 a, b, c and d. A substrate orientation dependent PZT thin film study [114], 

revealed that the domain state as well as the nature of ferroelectric ferroelastic switching events could 

be controlled by careful selection of the ferroelectric thin film crystalline orientation, see Figure 7e, f and 

g. Furthermore, the ferroelectric domain degeneracy can be suppressed by changing the substrate 

miscut angle, going from complex domain architectures to a single domain state with increasing miscut 

angle [115]. More recently the deterministic control of BiFeO3 thin films out-of-plane polarization 

direction using different substrate buffer chemical termination was shown [117].  

In-plane strain anisotropy induced by the substrate; The use of orthorhombic scandate substrates 

opened new avenues towards transferring anisotropic architecture in ferroelectric domain states [97,99]. 

Among them, DyScO3 is the most commonly used. In the (110) plane, a pseudo-cubic unit cell can be 

defined [118] with a slight anisotropy in in-plane lattice parameter a1=3.951Å and a2=3.946 Å [119]. This 

anisotropic in-plane strain results in an orientation dependent epitaxial stress into the film and therefore 

into an anisotropic domain orientation. Its use for tailoring multiferroic domain is now established. More 

recently it was used in order to control the orientation in tetragonal ferroelectrics such as PZT [120], see 

Figure 7 h. 

Ferroelectric flux-closure domain pattern; In some particular PZT based heterostructures the strain state 

of the ferroelectric film allows the generation of ferroelectric flux-closure domain pattern [121,122]. 

Resulting from recent efforts for higher control on domain distribution in heterostructures and 

superlattices, the theory predicted [123,124,125] flux-closure domain pattern corresponds to a 

macroscopic polarization rotation within the thin film thickness. The flux-closure domains are promising 

towards future nanoelectronics applications since their low dimensional finite ferroelectric structure 

suggests high density information storage potential [123]. 



 

Figure 7. Ferroelectric domain engineering. a-d)The number of BiFeO3 ferroelectric variants can be 

controlled by the substrate orientation. a) orientation of the SrTiO3 substrates. b-d) BiFeO3 ferroelectric 

domain structure imaged by Piezoresponse force microscopy on (001), (110) and (111) oriented SrTiO3 

substrate, respectively. From [115] reproduced with permission (copyright 2007 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH 

& Co. KGaA). e-g) Piezoresponse force microscopy of a PZT thin film grown on SrRuO3 buffered (001), 

(101) and (111) SrTiO3 substrates, respectively. Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: 

Nature Communications from [114]. Copyright 2014. h) Piezoresponse force microscopy of a PZT thin film 

grown on SrRuO3 buffered (110) oriented DyScO3 substrate. The scale bar is 1 µm. Reprinted by 

permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature Communications from [120]. Copyright 2014.  

 

3. 2 Strain induced polarity 

Strain acts on the ferroic state, but, in the search for new multiferroics, the idea that strain could be used 

to induce a polar order was also suggested. The first evidence of strain induced polar state was shown on 

SrTiO3 thin films. This material is known to be an incipient ferroelectric down to 0 K. In 2004, using time 



resolved confocal optical microscopy, the ferroelectric response of a biaxially strained SrTiO3 film grown 

on DyScO3 was shown [126]. It was also observed that strain can result in a ferroelectric Curie 

temperature shift of hundreds of degrees and lead to room temperature ferroelectricity in SrTiO3. Later, 

using a combination of optical second harmonic generation,  piezoresponse force microscopy, see Figure 

8a, and phase field modeling, the multiferroic character of the SrTiO3 films was further demonstrated 

(i.e. ferroelectric and ferroelastic) [127]. This concept was pursued towards the achievement of a strong 

ferroelectric ferromagnetic multiferroic behavior observation in EuTiO3 thin films. Following the 

theoretical prediction [128], EuTiO3 thin films were grown under 1.1% biaxial strain and the combined 

induced ferromagnetic, ferroelectric state was confirmed by careful magneto optic Kerr rotation and 

optical second harmonic generation[129], see Figure 8b. More recently, the experimental evidence of an 

epitaxial strain induced polar state was shown in SrMnO3 thin film [130]. This strain induced polar state 

was predicted by first principles calculations [131]. Interestingly, it was additionally found in this system 

a correlation between strain and oxygen vacancy ordering. The formation of oxygen vacancies being 

dependent on the strain state of the thin film [132], their increased concentration is expected in the 

strained SrMnO3 layer. Experimental results show the coupling between these oxygen vacancies and the 

polar domain walls [130]. The combined effect leads to peculiar conductance pattern, showing polar 

domains delimited by insulating oxygen vacancies rich walls, see Figure 8c. 

 

 

 



 

Figure 8. Strain induced polar states. a) Ferroelectric domains observed by piezoresponse force 

microscopy on SrTiO3 thin film. Scale bar is 10 µm. Reprinted figure with permission from [127] Copyright 

2006 by the American Physical Society. b) Dielectric constant as function of temperature, showing a 

ferroelectric Curie temperature of 250 K for a ferromagnetic EuTiO3 thin film. Reprinted by permission 

from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature from [129]. Copyright 2010. c) Conductance pattern measured on 

a polar SrMnO3 strained thin film. Scale bar is 5 µm. Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers 

Ltd: Nature Nanotechnology from [130]. Copyright 2015. 

 

3.3 Ferroic domain imprint in multiferroic heterostructures 

It is now established that, in multiferroic heterostructures, the magnetoelectric behavior is determined 

by the interfaces (charge, strain, or magnetism). In ferroelectric ferromagnetic heterostructures, another 

critical parameter is the ferroelectric domain configuration and its influence on the adjacent 

ferromagnetic layer. The simultaneous observation of ferroelectric and ferromagnetic domains is 



however rather challenging at the nanoscale. In bulk single phase multiferroics, large multiferroic 

domains can be accessed directly using optical techniques [133], but in artificial multiferroic 

heterostructures, the ferroelectric layer is buried below the magnetic film, and its nanoscale domain 

architecture is then no longer accessible using conventional contact scanning probe techniques. 

Experimental observation of buried ferroelectric state are usually limited to the out-of-plane polarization 

contribution [134,135,136]. 

The so called ferroelectric imprint in the ferromagnetic layer can originate from the magnetostriction 

coupling and has mainly been observed in bulk-ferroelectric-based heterostructures [41,137]. Using 

magneto optic Kerr effect (MOKE) or X-ray photoemission electron microscopy (X-PEEM) the local 

matching of the ferroelectric (in-plane and out-of-plane) macroscopic ordering and transfer in the 

ferromagnet layer was shown [138]. The ferroelectric imprint determines the macroscopic behavior of 

the heterostructures, i. e. magnetic anisotropy and coercivity but also and most interestingly its behavior 

under electric field, see Figure 9a. For instance, in the BaTiO3/CoFe, ferromagnetic walls motion was 

electrically induced [43]. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Figure 9. Ferroelectric domain imprint into strong ferromagnets. a) Magnetic hysteresis loop obtained by 

magneto optic Kerr effect and corresponding images of the underlying ferroelectric state and 

ferromagnetic contrast in CoFe layer grown on BaTiO3 ferroelectric crystal. The images areas are 

30x40µm2. From [41] reproduced with permission (copyright 2011 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA). 

b) Scanning electron microscopy with polarization analysis and electron backscattered contrast showing 

local matching of the ferromagnetic and ferroelectric domains in BiFeO3/CoFe heterostructure. Reprinted 

with permission from [104]. Copyright 2014, AIP Publishing LLC. c) Optical second harmonic analysis of 

multiferroic BiFeO3 thin film domain state capped with a 4 nm thick Pt electrode. In c) no contrast is 

visible using Piezoresponse force microscopy but the net in-plane ferroelectric direction is still accessible 

using optical second harmonic generation light polarization analysis. From [143] reproduced with 

permission (copyright 2015 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA). 

Another system in which the one-to-one matching of multiferroic ferroelectric and ferromagnetic 

domains has been locally shown is the BiFeO3/CoFe heterostructure. In this particular case, the BiFeO3 

imprint is attributed to a magnetic interfacial coupling between the multiferroic domain and the CoFe 

[97,105]. Using magnetic force microcopy, the strength of the magnetic coupling between the 

multiferroic thin film and the ferromagnetic layer could be estimated and an in-plane effective coupling 

field of order 10 mT is derived from simulations [97]. The macroscopic manifestation of this strong 



interfacial coupling is a CoFe layer enhanced coercivity, a uniaxial magnetic anisotropy and a magnetic 

easy axis aligning along the underlying net in-plane polarization. Thanks to this one-to-one domain 

matching, local ferroelectric switching events correspond to local magnetization switchings and 

therefore, a net polarization reversal was followed by a net magnetization reversal [99]. Scanning 

electron microscopy with polarization analysis is a powerful tool for nanoscale in-plane magnetization 

observation, using the backscattered electron imaging contrast, the underlying ferroelectric state can 

also be accessed [104]. However, this imaging technique is not suitable after voltage application. Recent 

work dealing with the optical probing of ferroelectric domain engineering in BiFeO3 thin films showed 

that optical second harmonic is an efficient way to probe the out-of-plane and in-plane component of 

the domain architecture in multiferroic and ferroelectric [139,140,141,142] bulk and thin films even in a 

buried configuration [143]. The BiFeO3 thin film ferroelectric domain architecture was indeed optically 

determined before and after local voltage application and could even be access through a 4 nm thick 

conducting Pt top electrode.  

 

4. Multiferroic heterostructures for spintronics 

In the following the different device concepts, developed among the advances in magnetoelectric 

multiferroic heterostructures, will be described. Taking advantage of the achievement dealing with 

voltage induced magnetization reversal or magnetic domains and domain wall motions, low energy 

consuming non-volatile magnetic memories, magnetic nanologics or memristors can be foreseen. 

4.1 Magnetoelectric multiferroic memories 

The concept of magnetoelectric memories [144], see Figure 10 a, was developed with the revival of 

multiferroics magnetoelectrics [10]. Magnetoelectric memories have to be distinguished from 

multiferroic memories. In multiferroic magnetic memories, the magnetoelectric coupling is not 

considered and a bit can be independently written in the ferroelectric or magnetic order parameter 

[145,146]. The first multiferroic memory was experimentally designed using a multiferroic tunnel 

junction [145]. The electron tunneling could be electrically and magnetically tuned individually and four 

different resistance states were achieved on the same tunnel junction. This introduces the advantage of 

data storage density increased capacity [146]. Further investigation dealing with the presence of a 

ferroelectric component in a tunnel junction revealed high potential for strain and magnetic field 

detection applications [24,78,147,148]. In the case of the multiferroic magnetoelectric memories, a 

strong coupling between the two order parameters (magnetic and electric) is necessary. The non-volatile 



magnetic state is electrically written. The experimental realization of a magnetoelectric memory allowing 

for magnetic reading and electric writing was performed in a multiferroic magnetoelectric BiFeO3 based 

heterostructure by Heron and coworkers [100]. By depositing a spin valve heterostructure coupled to the 

multiferroic magnetoelectric BiFeO3 layer, the magnetoresistance state was reversibly changed using 

solely a 7 V pulse. The corresponding energy consumption to electrically reverse the magnetic bit was 

quantified and estimated to be an order of magnitude lower than in an optimized spin torque device 

[100,149,150]. Efforts are now shifting into the device life time improvement. At the metal/oxide 

interface, defects such as oxygen vacancies can accumulate and deteriorate the magnetoelectric 

interface quality [100]. Using the same out-of-plane voltage application, the electrically induced 

magnetization reversal was recently observed in hundreds of cycles [106]. 

 

4.2 Multiferroics in magnetic nanologic 

In nanologics, the nearest-neighbor dipole field coupling between neighboring nanomagnets is used to 

propagate and modify the binary information. The experimental use of magnetically bistable nanodots to 

encode a bit of information has been first demonstrated in 2006 [151]. An input magnetic dot is driving a 

chain of dipolar field coupled nanodots. In between two inputs, the chain is “clocked”, i. e., a magnetic 

field is applied to reset the magnetic chain. Nanomagnet logics present high interest for information 

processing since the energy necessary to manipulate nanomagnetic chains is predicted to be minimal 

[152]. The current limitation for energy efficient use of nanologic is the need of external magnetic field 

for clocking the circuits. Recently, it was shown that spin hall effect could be used to set the magnetic 

nanodots into a metastable state, therefore, spin orbit torque was suggested as potential replacement of 

the external magnetic field [153], see the sketch in Figure 10 b. The interest in magnetoelectric 

multiferroic for nanologic resides in the possibility to electrically drive the magnet chain, i. e. set 

electrically the magnetic state of the input magnetic nanodot (Figure 10 b), and therefore achieve ultra-

low power dissipation [154,155]. However, the illustration in Figure 10 b, involves metallic systems, the 

use of magnetoelectric coupling to control the input dot would require efforts in device designing 

towards the combination of spin hall effect and oxide magnetoelectric compounds. Buzzi and coworkers 

have demonstrated a 90° electric field-induced uniform magnetization rotation in single domain 

submicron ferromagnetic dots [48]. This corresponds to a first step towards the achievement of electrical 

control of single domain magnetic dots. So far, the electric field induced magnetization reversal was 

limited to micron scale device with specific multiferroic domain configuration [99,100,106]. Combining 



this ability down to the nanoscale with spin orbit torque clocking would lead to nanologic operations in 

absence of external magnetic field. 

 

4.3. Multiferroic Memristor 

The memory resistor (memristor) is now considered as the fourth circuit building element together with 

the resistor, inductor and capacitor [156]. Memristors are continuously tunable resistors. Several 

mechanisms involving conducting filament formation or oxygen vacancies migration are developed in 

order to describe the resistive switching process [157]. This voltage induced resistance switching has 

been observed in a wide variety of transition metal oxides [158] and more recently in ferroelectric based 

heterostructures [134]. In 2009, the concept of spintronic memristor was developed [159]. Its principle is 

based on spin torque induced domain wall motion resulting in tunable magnetoresistance in spin valve 

heterostructures. The use of spin polarized current to induce domain wall motion is already considered 

for the previously mentioned race track memory device [37]. Recent progress in device geometry allows 

the increase of current induced domain wall motion efficiency with the vertical current injection 

geometry [160,161]. 

In the push for low energy consumption spintronics, the insertion of magnetoelectric multiferroics into 

the magnetic memristor architecture would be a step forward, leading to voltage induced tunable 

magnetoresistance. The multiferroic magnetoelectric device is based on the electrically tunable 

multiferroic imprint into a ferromagnetic electrode as described in the Figure 10 c. Instead of spin 

current, the domain wall position which sets the device magnetoresistance is given by the underlying 

multiferroic domain wall location. This concept is then limited by the ability to deterministically control a 

ferroelectric individual domain wall movement. In their recent work Mc Gilly and coworkers [162] 

demonstrated that such a control could be established in ferroelectric thin films by tuning the applied 

voltage pulses. The ferroelectric domain wall velocity can further be tuned by epitaxial strain [163]. The 

high dynamic potential of multiferroic heterostructures for electric field induced magnetic domain wall 

motion has been shown [164].  Moreover, a new concept of ferroelectric domain wall diode is being 

developed in order to allow chains of ferroelectric domains or domain walls to travel in a deterministic 

fashion [165].  

All these recent developments are paving the way of multiferroic magnetoelectric memristors in which 

the domain imprint into the ferromagnet will be deterministically controlled heading towards continuous 



electrically induced resistance changes without energy consuming spin current injection. This would 

consist into a robust memory element with minimal energy dissipation.  

 

 

Figure 10. Multiferroic heterostructures for spintronics. a) The multiferroic magnetoelectric memory 

concept consists in inserting a magnetoelectric material in the vicinity of a spin valve heterostructure in 

order to achieve a resistance change as function of the applied voltage. Reprinted by permission from 

Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature Materials from [144] copyright 2008. b) Schematization of spin Hall 

effect clocking of CoFeB nanodots. Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature 

Nanotechnology from [153] copyright 2014. c) Multiferroic magnetoelectric memristor concept. The 

electrically adjustable multiferroic wall position is transferred into the ferromagnetic layer. The 

magnetoresistance is therefore continuously electrically tunable. 

 

 



5. Future perspectives and concluding remarks 

The current achievements towards energy efficient spintronics using magnetoelectric multiferroic 

heterostructures have been reviewed. We will now discuss the remaining challenges and limitations 

regarding the insertion of multiferroics into spintronics devices. In order to be competitive with other 

spin polarized current based technologies, a better understanding of magnetoelectric switching and 

interfacial coupling is needed. Simultaneous detection of ferroelectric and ferromagnetic state is a 

necessity in order to gain knowledge on the robustness and on the dynamics of multiferroic devices. 

5.1 Towards single domain switching. 

As described in the previous sections, the ability to electrically reverse a single domain magnet is of high 

interest for nanosized spintronics [154,155]. Furthermore, the progress in device design is now pushing 

the need towards single magnetic wall motion control [37]. In the current state of the art room 

temperature multiferroic magnetoelectric heterostructures, nanodots magnetic easy axes can be 

electrically rotated by 90⁰ in-plane [48] and, on the micron scale, a magnetization can be reversed [100]. 

In order to be competitive with other technologies, magnetoelectric switchings have to be induced using 

simpler multiferroic domain architecture. The present demonstration of electric field induced 

magnetization reversal [100,106] relies on the stability of the stripe domain structure under applied 

voltages [166], therefore, a single domain state is highly needed to provide the required robustness of 

the switching event. Recent progress in multiferroic thin film analysis revealed that magnetoelectric 

behavior is preserved on a wide variety of substrates and strain states [17], offering new opportunities 

for the observation of efficient magnetoelectric switching at room temperature. 

The development of experimental techniques allowing simultaneous imaging of ferromagnetic and 

ferroelectric domains [41,104,143] in heterostructures, aiming to the observation of multiferroic domain 

imprint will also favor advances in the field of electrically induced ferromagnetic wall motion. 

 

5.2 Magnetoelectric switching dynamics 

A crucial step towards the insertion of multiferroics into spintronics is the determination of 

magnetoelectric switching dynamics. So far only a few studies are focusing on the electric field induced 

switching dynamics [167,168]. In bulk magnetoelectrics, the switching dynamics can indeed be 

incompatible with the device requirements. For instance, in MnWO4, the electric field induced magnetic 

response change happens on the millisecond time scale [168]. 



Further investigation of magnetoelectric switching dynamics is therefore needed in order to estimate the 

real potential of multiferroic magnetoelectric heterostructures. In the out-of-plane voltage application 

configuration, the room temperature magnetoelectric switching resulting into a net magnetization 

reversal involves at least two ferroelectric switching steps [100]. This could for instance limit the dynamic 

of the devices. On the other hand, spin orbit torque based switching have been recently shown to exhibit 

ultra-fast reversal dynamics [169], with switching pulse width down to 180 picoseconds. The high 

potential of nanomagnetic chains for ultra-fast logic operation has also recently been revealed [170]. The 

recent ability to use optical techniques to probe multiferroic switching event [143] in artificial 

multiferroic heterostructures is a promising step towards the determination of the magnetoelectric 

switching dynamics.  
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